Face-to-face – This class requires on-campus attendance during the weekly scheduled day(s) and time(s). Some virtual instruction may occur. Students will need access to the internet and a device that supports virtual attendance, i.e., Zoom.

Example of a face-to-face class in Backpack:
WWW classes – Classes are fully online and do not require on-campus attendance.

Example of WWW class in Backpack:
Hybrid Classes – Includes both online and on campus instruction. Students will attend class during the scheduled day(s) and time(s). Students will need access to the internet and a device that supports virtual attendance, i.e., Zoom.

Example of Hybrid class in Backpack:
Hybrid with Virtual Classes – Includes both online instruction and scheduled virtual meetings. Students will need access to the internet and a device that supports virtual attendance, i.e., Zoom. Students must attend virtually during the scheduled day(s) and time(s).

Example of Hybrid with Virtual class in Backpack:
WCA classes – Requires on campus activities e.g. (exams, presentations, picking-up specialized course material) which are minimal.

Example of WCA class in Backpack: